
Sign up today!
email Pastor Lars:

lars@hinsdalecovenant.com 
 

or sign up online:
hinsdalecovenant.com/canopy

 
The Holy Scriptures

are our letters
from home.

 
- St. Augustine of Hippo

an adult
Canopy Course 

with Pastors Joy and Lars

November 2022-April 2022

exploring OUR 
 Bibles

 



The Museum of the Bible in Washington

DC is a global, innovative, educational

institution whose purpose is to invite all

people to engage with the

transformative power of the Bible.

Through interactive exhibits and

compelling collections, the museum tells

the story of the Bible in an engaging way.

Of particular interest is the collection of

rare manuscripts and fragments of the

Dead Sea scrolls. This will be the perfect

capstone experience for our group and

will give us a deeper appreciation of our

Bibles. Pastor Joy says: "I wasn't sure

what to expect before my first visit but I

can't wait to go back!"

What this the Cohort 
all about? When do we meet? 

What else do I need to know?

This cohort is for adults interested in

learning more about the Bible. We will

investigate how our Bible came together

(canonicity), what it was in its' original

form (textual criticism), how to truly

read our Bibles (exegesis) and how to live

by the truth of our Bibles (hermenuetics).

Whether you are well versed in scripture

or are just beginning to explore it, this

will be an engaging opportunity to

connect with other adults and dig deep

into the most important book ever

written. 

Who can sign up? 

Cost

$500 covers  books, travel, lodging and

museum passes.

Class Work

We will have assigned reading and

reflection that you are encouraged to

fully engage with. Books will be

distributed throughout the course and

reflection assignments will be given

during class. 

Questions? 
Please contact Pastor Lars

This cohort is available to any interested

adult who is willing to commit to a

monthly meeting between November

and April and is willing to commit to

some reading and reflection work

throughout the cohort. 

We will meet monthly beginning in

November at an agreed upon time at

church. Our gatherings will lead to our DC

trip in March that will span Friday

afternoon to a Saturday evening. Date

TBD.

About the Museum of the Bible


